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Revere Security has launched a new campaign as the darker months approach to offer customers more affordable
personal safety items. The online store is home to a wide range of self defense and personal protection products, which
are now available for cheap prices with free shipping.

More information can be found at: https://www.reveresecurity.com/pepper-spray.html

Revere Security was created with the aim of ensuring more people around the US could stay safe, whether out and about
or at home. The online store sells products that can be easily carried to ensure better protection.

Now, with the launch of the new campaign, Revere Security is offering its personal protection products at a more
affordable price. This means that more customers across the country can stay protected and safe, and keep their family
safe.

Products in the online store are broken into categories to make it easier for customers to find what they’re looking for.
These include stun devices, tasers, pepper sprays, animal repellents, survival gear, hidden cameras, dummy cameras,
personal alarms, home protection gadgets, steel batons, child safety devices, diversion saves, and a wide range of other
options.

Whether customers are women walking alone and wanting added protection, elderly people who live alone, or simply
want to feel safer in today’s dangerous times, the gear available through Revere Security can help.

One of the most popular products featured in the new campaign is the range of pepper sprays available on site. Pepper
spray is designed to inflame the mucous membranes of the attacker, causing them to close their eyes and be temporarily
blinded.

This gives the wielder chance to run away, get help, or get to safety. Pepper spray is a popular self defense weapon,
because it is easy to carry, and it immediately incapacitated the attacker.

One of the key benefits of pepper sprays is they’re easy to operate and light to handle. They are available in a number of
styles through Revere Security, including different sizes and brands - Pepper Shot, Wildfire and Mace.

Full details of the full range and all the gadgets available in the new campaign can be found on the URL above.

https://www.reveresecurity.com/pepper-spray.html
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Google Pickup
Click here to check out the pick-up in Google to see how many pages Google has discovered and indexed, which represents
just a partial list of where your release and news has been published, shared and discussed.

Keyword Rankings
Recorded Keyword Rankings: 277

Our crazy tech monkies have searched the web far and wide to find out what keywords your press release is ranking for. They
worked hard and literally checked for hundreds of possible rankings.

Your press release ranked in the number one position in Google for 229 keyword phrases and was in the top ten for 254
phrases!

Below is a partial list of keyword rankings we were able to track. These rankings are a snapshot from the time we did our rank
checking which was shortly after your release went live. These rankings are likely to change over time.
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